
Our company is hiring for an analytics consulting. If you are looking for an exciting
place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for analytics consulting

Contribute to IP creation and work closely with the products team to
leverage Fractal IP in the current account teams to drive better and more
efficient delivery
Setup processes and review frameworks within the team to assess the health
of each project
Drive compliance with processes and lead the team to achieve operational
excellence
Be a Subject Matter Expert (SME) within the team and develop solutions / IP
which is relevant to the client
Generate insights and present findings and deliverable to the client that
meets business requirements
Responsible for Consulting sales, delivery of consulting programs, practice
development
Consulting business development experience working with client teams,
project teams to generate and sell consulting projects including developing
industry solutions (Information & Data Management) designing the sales
approach, defining target client management, creation and delivery of client
pitch and proposals, developing sales campaigns and managing the sales life
cycle from lead identification through closing and revenue recognition (2-4
years of experience)
Participate in all aspects of proposal development process
Be able to confidently interact with senior leadership within Lines of Business
(SVP/VP/SMD/MD/ED) IT (CIO, CTO, VP’s, Directors) in presenting
organization capabilities, practice credentials, value propositions, solutions
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Qualifications for analytics consulting

Strong understanding of how metrics can be used to drive strategic directives
and/or process improvement initiatives
Strong analytical skills (data interpretation and assessing impact on process)
Strong interpersonal skills with the ability to establish and maintain good
working relationships and work in a cross-functional manner
Customer oriented and the ability to work effectively in a cross-functional
manner
Strong communication skills (written and oral communication)
Must be able to prioritize competing priorities


